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7/7/24  Weekly Word Game  

HI and BY 
 
 
Estimated play time: Approximately 15 minutes 
Number of players: Unlimited 
Supplies needed: Scoring board/pad; noisemakers 
Suitable for visually impaired players. 
 
Overview:  

All the answers in this word definition game begin with the consecutive letters HI or 
BY. 

 
Instructions: 

1. This game can be played by individuals or in teams.  

2. Read the first definition. Discussion is permitted among teammates. Prior to 
the start of the game, a method to signal when a team is ready to answer 
must be determined. Ringing bells and New Year’s blowers are just two 
inexpensive noisemakers. Raised hands work, but the host must be vigilant to 
watch for whose hand went up first. The host always has the final say in any 
disputes. 

3. After a player/team is recognized as the first to signal, they may give an 
answer. If the first answer is incorrect, the other teams may “buzz” in and 
answer. 

4. Scoring:  Give 10 points for each correct answer. 
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Instructions:  All the answers in this word definition game begin with the consecutive letters 
HI or BY. 
 
 
QUESTIONS 
 

1. A bee's home.  

2. A long rigorous walk. 

3. To forcibly seize a car illegally, often with the driver still in it. 

4. Chance spectators; people who are present, but not involved. 

5. Bats and bears do this during cold weather when food is scarce. 

6. The writer's name, when it accompanies a printed story or article.  

7. Ancient Egyptian writing that used icons rather than letters. 

8. A surgical procedure, especially in cardiology, in which a diseased artery is 
permanently circumvented. 

9. Felt-tipped pens with translucent ink that are used to mark important 
passages in a book or other printed material.  

10. A small traditional Japanese heating device, similar to a barbecue grill. 

11. The past or former times, often used in an idiom that means to forget 
previous disagreements:  Let (these) be (these). 

12. A secondary result, often occurring out of a manufacturing process. For 
example, molasses occurs from the process of refining sugar. 

13. The short poem "She Walks in Beauty" is probably the best known work of this 
19th-century English Lord.  He is widely regarded as one of the greatest British 
poets of all time. 

14. A break or interruption of work, especially in television scheduling. 

15. Any system in which people (or things) are ranked in order of their power, 
wealth, or influence. 
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ANSWERS 

 
1. Hive 

2. Hike 

3. Hijack 

4. Bystanders 

5. Hibernate 

6. Byline 

7. Hieroglyphics 

8. Bypass 

9. Highlighters 

10. Hibachi 

11. Bygones 

12. Byproduct 

13. Byron (George Gordon, Lord Byron) 

14. Hiatus 

15. Hierarchy  

 
 
 


